[Digital data collection and analysis in clinical electrophysiology. A PC program for electrophysiology].
The number of data acquired in electrophysiology and the need for immediate analysis and interpretation justified the use of computerized signal acquisition and -analysis. Since such techniques are well known and established in computerized perimetry, the user of EOG, ERG, and VEP will profit from such an approach. A computer program for signal acquisition and -analysis of clinical electrophysiology is described. The software is written in BASIC for IBM compatible PC/XT/AT computers. The program supports all electrophysiological examinations (EOG, ERG, VEP). It contains a subroutine for automated EOG recording and -analysis, allows measurements of amplitude and latency of standardized Ganzfeld-ERG and pattern-ERG. Options for recording and analysis of further stimuli are prepared. The possibility of determination of area under the curve is implemented. In the VEP subroutine evaluation of amplitude, latency, area under the curve, and Fast-Fourier-Transformation--necessary for steady-state-VEP--is installed. The program demonstrates that with the now available low cost Personal Computer technology it is possible to build up individual software systems for clinical electrophysiology supporting and optimizing all recording, analysing, and administrative procedures.